Year 5 document for home-learning in response to potential school closures -as a result of Covid 19
Literacy:
In literacy, we have been reading and sharing Greek myths; the children are preparing an ideas booklet and have been
researching the key components central to all good myths and have already made a model of their monster out of clay. In light,
of this please may your child write their own myth.
They will need to:






write a first draft
read aloud and underline any spellings they are unsure of so they can check their correct spelling; add in any missing
punctuation (capital letters for names, places, or beginning of sentences; full stops, commas, exclamation marks,
question marks; brackets and dashes for parenthesis) and make sentences make sense without running on.
Children need to edit their stories ensuring the use of different length sentences, show don’t tell me description,
relative clauses (who, which, that, whose) and a variety of sentence starters.
Re-write out in best. Draw some illustrations if they like!


CGP English workout books to be sent home – 10 minute workouts to be done regularly



Complete a diary of events as this will be historical evidence of a particularly memorable time which they will
look back on and remember.

Maths
In maths, we have spent 6 weeks learning about fractions and we were moving on to decimals and percentages please use the
online program ‘My maths’ on the computer to revise and teach this. The can be found in the program under year 5 lessons –
number- fractions-choose the programs which look at improper and mixed fractions, adding and subtracting fractions,
comparing fractions , equivalent fractions and other year 5 lessons to do with fractions. If you scroll down further you can access
the decimal and percentage units. We suggest one of these lessons to be watched and completed per session.
User name: downview
Password: share


CGP Maths workout book to be sent home - 10 minute workouts to be done regularly

TTRockstars
The children could use this opportunity to practise their times tables. They may use Times tables Rock stars to do this as well as
paper and pencil – perhaps creating their own speed grids, which they could see how quickly they can complete and monitor
their progress – Can they get quicker each time?
As well as My maths, we have been informed that Twinkl are allowing all parents unlimited free access to their online resources.
This would be an amazing opportunity to download and print off work sheets to support their learning in other curriculum areas.
They have lots of arithmetic tests available for maths.
Science
We have been learning about light. The children could make their own sundials and do their own experiments drawing around
their shadows at different times of the day – if it’s sunny!
History
Ancient Greece – study all areas of ancient Greek life as well as the birth of democracy, the Olympics and the Gods.
Grammar


CGP Grammar and Punctuation to be sent home work through book systematically and revise pages already completed.
Anything that is listed as Year 5 (verbs, adverbs, nouns, adjectives, pronouns, pronouns for possession, modal verbs,
main clauses, subordinating clauses, expanded noun phrases, prepositions, determiners, parenthesis, direct speech,
conjunctions).

Reading
Read regularly (five books sent home) and when they finish a book it would be great if they could write a short review of the
story and a brief summary of the book as well as some sketches of the main characters. Also interactive books can be accessed
online on the following website:

https://worldbook.kitaboo.com/reader/worldbook/index.html?usertoken=Mjk5MzQ6MTpJUjA5MjAxNjoyOmNsaW
VudDE2OTc6MTY5NzoyMjE2Mjg4OjE6MTU4NDM4MDExMzA2Mjp1cw==


CGP Comprehension book to be sent home

Computing
The children have their log in details for purple mash and could complete any of the computing section. We have been focussing
on coding – they could move onto creating their own game from the knowledge they have gained.
Outside learning
It is important that your children get outside into the garden when the weather permits, to enjoy some fresh air! They can keep
fit using any of the exercises we have been practising in PE (step ups, Burpees, shuttle run, skipping). They might like to use
youtube to do their 5 minute yoga routine each day. This will help them to feel calm and focussed.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=at0PHzBDqyY
Any other outside learning would be amazing. They could use this opportunity to do some sketching, painting, collage work,
gardening, poetry, photography?
Free writing of any description would be fantastic – fiction or non-fiction.
With adult supervision they could help with the household chores……. Cooking, washing, cleaning – anything to keep them
occupied and stimulated.
Also, please see the Year 5 homework document already posted on the school website.
Spellings:
Attached below are the spellings that we have been practising this year – the ones shaded in blue are our daily spellings that we
practise using the method Look- Cover –Write- Check. The ones in white are the spelling patterns that we have been learning.
The children learn their spelling in a wide variety of ways, all of which are in the booklet that we sent home- Rainbow writing;
dice games, battleships etc.

Spelling List 5
according
achieve
aggressive
ancient
apparent
vicious
ambitious
cautious

determined
develop
dictionary
equipment
especially
innocent
independent
independence

muscle
neighbour
occupy
opportunity
physical

symbol
system
thorough
twelfth
vegetable

preferring

receive

preferred

ceiling

transferring

receipt

nutritious

confident

transferred

protein

anxious

confidence

transference

caffeine

available
average
awkward
bargain
bruise

excellent
explanation
familiar
forty
frequently

profession
programme
recognise
relevant
shoulder

official

comfortable

referring

special

reasonable

referral

potential

enjoyable

referee

essential

reliable

reference

initial

considerably

preference

category
competition
controversy
curiosity
desperate

identity
individual
language
lightning
marvellous

rhyme
rhythm
signature
stomach
suggest

observant
observance

possible

co-ordinate

horrible

co-operate

observation

terrible

re-enter

hesitant

incredible

re-educate

tolerant

sensible

self-esteem

P.E. and keeping active
With the schools closing the WSW SSP have liaised with colleagues, partners and researched high quality online
videos for children to use at home to stay active. Some of which you will have seen some of these via the Active
Sussex Enews. Please share with parents/pupils/staff where you see relevant.
We will introduce the “WSWSSP weekly Twitter Personal challenge” Starting Monday 23rd March a challenge will
be released via our twitter account for children to attempt. Consistently trying to better their score. We’d like
children/parents to share their success of their “improvement” not final score.
https://twitter.com/WSW_SSP
The Regis School PE dept will be launching their Instagram challenges designed by TRS Pupils. To access this
pupils/parents/staff need to: downloads instar-gram, follow @trs-pe and watch stories with the challenges. If they
wish they can film themselves or take picture and tag @trs-pe on the video/picture post.
Jodie Rix (Former Regis School PE and fitness teacher) family friendly Fitness. YouTube link below:
Family Fitness - Interval training part 1: https://youtu.be/efAFOuora9s
Family Fitness - Standing Balance sequence: https://youtu.be/qzHiEOawKZ8
Family Fitness - Ball, Balance and Core: https://youtu.be/uxH9J11W_xw
The Body coach: 5 minute move kids workout videos:
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLyCLoPd4VxBuxu3sLztrvWFehzv-LnR2c
Cosmic kids: Yoga style excerises
https://healthyfutures.us4.list-manage.com/subscribe?u=35a57192e9ec6a559eaaa6cf9&id=492f01d6de
REAL PE: “REAL PLAY” all online child friendly lessons. Free and accessible to any school that has “Jasmine”
(attended a Real PE course via the WSW SSP)
https://vimeo.com/398010428
https://jasmineactive.com/
BBC Super movers: Active classrooms at home
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/supermovers
Twinkl: Online lessons (All subjects)
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/
Fluency & Fitness (body and brain exercise)
https://fluencyandfitness.com/

